Heartwiring and Hardwiring Your Leadership™

PROGRAM ROADMAP
Heartwiring and Hardwiring Your Leadership™ teaches your employees how to transform their leadership
skills to bring out the best leader in themselves, so they can bring out the best results in others. This
roadmap provides you with an overview of the powerful leadership topics and principles taught in the
online program, which includes five interactive learning modules. Your employees will learn practical
leadership skills that can be applied immediately in the workplace during the training. To experience a
demo of the program, go to learn.ogolead.com/demo or contact us at 1-855-646-5323.
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Starting Your
Leadership
Journey

Lesson 1: Setting Your Expectations
Setting expectations is important and you will learn everything you
need to know to prepare for your leadership journey.
Lesson 2: What’s In It For You?
Do you know what a Heartwired and Hardwired Leader does? You will
learn all about it here.
Lesson 3: Let’s Get Started: Read the Book
Witness Heartwired and Hardwired Leadership in action by reading
O Great One! A Little Story About the Awesome Power of Recognition
by David Novak.

Lesson 1: Getting Real: Uncovering Your Hidden Beliefs
In this lesson, you’ll learn the secret to transformation. We call it the
Knowledge Belief Action Framework and it will help you become the best
leader you can be.
Lesson 2: Why Leadership Matters
Do you know how you became the leader you are today, and the impact
you have on the people around you? You’ll learn about it here.
Lesson 3: Engage, Equip, and Elevate: The Essence of a Strong Leader
How can you be an even more effective leader? Find out by taking the
Engage, Equip, Elevate Assessment.
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Becoming
a Leader:
Heartwiring
Your
Leadership

MODULE 2

Leadership in
Today’s World:
How You Can
Make a Difference
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Lesson 1: Mindset Matters
Did you know your mindset impacts your leadership effectiveness? In this
lesson, learn how to choose a Power-FULL mindset in any situation.
Lesson 2: Know Yourself, Grow Yourself
Are you an avid learner? This skill differentiates great leaders from all the
rest. Discover tips to help you become an avid learner and how to put this
skill into practice in this lesson.
Lesson 3: Being Intentional: The Secret Ingredient
Do you turn your intentions into action? The secret to transforming your
leadership style requires you to do this. Learn how in Lesson 3.
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Acting Like
a Leader:
Hardwiring
Your Intentions

Lesson 1: Your Most Power-FULL Tool: Choosing a Power-FULL Mindset
Learn the research behind positive thinking and tips for cultivating a
Power-FULL mindset of positivity and gratitude.
Lesson 2: Igniting Passionate Commitment by Engaging Others
Getting to know those you work with and keeping them informed helps
build an engaged team. Learn how to do this in Lesson 2.
Lesson 3: Making Productive Conflict Your Friend
Do you avoid conflict or embrace it? Learn how to engage in productive
conflict so you can be even more effective as a leader.
Lesson 4: Leveraging the Power of Recognition
Who doesn’t like to be recognized? Learn how the power of genuinely
thanking others helps you achieve better results.

Lesson 1: Defining Your True North
This lesson is all about defining the type of leader you want to
become. We call this creating your “True North.”
Lesson 2: Turn Your True North Statement into a One Year
Action Plan
Do you know the actions you need to take to become the best
leader you can be? This lesson will show you how to create
your One Year Action Plan.
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Your Journey Begins:
Putting Heartwired and
Hardwired Leadership
into Action
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Let us help you develop your
up and coming leaders.
Contact us at 1-855-oGoLead
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